Short ‘A’ eBooks:

ack – back, Jack, pack, rack, sack, tack
amp – camp, damp, lamp, ramp
and – band, hand, land, sand
ang – bang, fang, hang, rang, sang
ank – bank, rank, sank, tank, yank
ash – cash, dash, lash, mash, sash
ast – cast, fast, last, mast, vast
ath – bath, math, path
Mix 1 – hand, last, fang, rack, damp, bank, sash, mask, cast, Jack, yank, pass, bath, lamp, sang
Mix 2 – mash, band, task, sack, rang, tank, mass, land, camp, pack, dash, fast, hang, math, pact
Mix 3 – path, ramp, sand, back, cash, rank, lass, vast, tack, sank, fact, lash, mast, bang, pant

Short ‘E’ eBooks:

eck – neck, peck
ell – bell, fell, sell, tell, well, yell
end – bend, mend, send, tend, vend
ent – bent, dent, rent, sent, tent
est – best, nest, pest, rest, test, vest, west
Mix 1 – tent, pest, fell, bend, neck, sent, test, mess, vend, yell, left, west, dent, melt, peck, best
Mix 2 – vest, tell, bent, deck, text, send, bell, nest, less, mend, rent, desk, rest, tend, sell, belt

Short ‘I’ eBooks:

ick – kick, lick, Nick, pick, sick, tick, wick
ill – bill, fill, mill, pill, sill, till
ing – king, ring, sing, wing
ink – link, mink, pink, sink, wink
ish – dish, fish, wish
Mix 1 – kick, ring, lift, till, sick, wind, dish, link, fist, pill, wick, milk
Mix 2 – mill, wish, sink, film, wing, tick, fill, disk, pink, mint, lick, king
Mix 3 – wink, sill, gift, pick, fish, kiss, sing, tilt, Nick, bill, mink, list

Short ‘O’ eBooks:

ock – dock, lock, rock, sock
ong – gong, long, song
oss – boss, moss, toss
Mix 1 – rock, soft, boss, doll, lock, song, honk, moss
Mix 2 – long, dock, moth, toss, cost, sock, gong, pond
Short ‘U’ eBooks:

-uck – duck, luck, puck, suck, tuck, yuck
-ump – bump, hump, jump, lump, pump
-ung – hung, lung, rung, sung
-unk – bunk, junk, punk, sunk
-ush – gush, hush, lush, rush
-usk – husk, rusk, tusk
-ust – dust, gust, just

Mix 1 – lump, junk, sung, tusk, hush, duck, pump, hung, suck, rusk, just, bump, yuck, punk, lush
Mix 2 – tuck, gust, lung, puck, rush, hump, bunk, dust, rung, luck, gush, sunk, husk, dull, jump

Random Mixes:

Mix 1 – lash, nest, sock, rush, bill, fact, pond, tell, wind, yuck, sand, melt, ring, dust, pack
Mix 2 – gift, hand, less, doll, back, sing, hush, tank, mend, dock, pass, fill, test, lump, vast
Mix 3 – luck, math, bent, king, toss, lamp, wish, neck, dash, moth, pump, dull, vest, fang, sick
Mix 4 – vend, lift, sack, bump, honk, wing, mast, text, bath, pink, cost, lush, rent, tack, suck
Mix 5 – hung, moss, Jack, sill, pest, rusk, land, fish, cost, task, puck, cash, wick, sunk, bend
Mix 6 – tent, punk, mash, left, Nick, song, fell, damp, just, mint, hang, send, till, path, rung
Mix 7 – mink, lass, best, husk, pick, soft, yell, fast, bunk, tilt, rang, desk, sack, jump, lock
Mix 8 – yank, belt, sink, lung, rock, deck, film, pact, list, gush, sent, bang, mill, camp, west
Mix 9 – pond, sell, band, kick, junk, last, doll, melt, fist, tuck, rank, pill, long, mass, disk
Mix 10 – tend, ramp, lick, dull, gong, mess, bank, sung, wink, pant, bell, duck, milk, sash, gust
Mix 11 – rack, dish, peck, sang, hump, tick, dent, mask, kiss, tusk, well, cast, link, rest, boss

Themed Mixes:

Adjectives – bent, best, damp, dull, fast, just, last, long, lush, pink, sick, soft, vast
Animal Body Parts – bill, fang, hump, tusk, wing
Animals – duck, fish, mink, moth, pest
Body Parts – back, hand, lash, lung, neck
Clothes – belt, sash, sock, vest
House – desk, dish, lamp, sill, sink
Outdoors – moss, nest, path, pond, rock, sand
Verbs Mix 1 – bend, fill, hang, jump, lick, mend, pack, rest, sing, tell, tuck, wish
Verbs Mix 2 – dash, honk, kick, lift, mash, pant, rush, send, suck, tend, tilt, yell
Verbs Mix 3 – cost, hush, kiss, land, melt, ring, sell, sink, toss, vend, wink, yank
2 Words:

Mix 1 – long lash, red fish, best gift, pink sock, big dent, red tick
Mix 2 – red tack, long stem, pink pig, big rock, red wing, hat rack
Mix 3 – big bang, rag doll, fast sled, red tank, long neck, pink disk
Mix 4 – pink bag, skim milk, red sash, long dock, soft doll, big bump